
Celebration of 125th anniversary of SN Bose on 3rd Dec, 2018 at 
Centre of Excellence, GC Sanjauli 

 

 
Dr Pawan Kumar and Dr Brij Mohan welcomed Prof   Ahluwalia in the campus of the college. After having lunch 
in the physics department we proceeded to Seminar Hall . The program was held in the afternoon session 2-5PM. 
The program started with pinning of rosettes to Professor PK Ahluwalia, acting Princiapal of the day Mrs Bharti 
Bhagra and Bharti Sharma. Mrs Keerti Singha introduced the Speaker of the day Prof. PK Ahluwalia. She read 
some highlights of the long resume of the speaker in short. Then Dr Pawan Kumar spoke about the activities in 
the department and shared his experiences with the speaker. He narrated his visit to Nuclear Science centre 
(now IUAC , New Delhi) in 1990 at the initiation of PK Ahluwalia. At that time students had very limited financial 
resources and  he expressed his reservations about the expenditure to be incurred . Prof PK Ahluwalia 
understood his predicament and assured him that he would save money and not spend money in the trip and 
this is what actually happened at that time. Then Dr Pawan Kumar told the audience that the credit of making 
him tech savvy goes to the speaker. He also said that he 
know how about the computational physics is all due to the 
syllabus restructuring by Prof Ahluwalia. 
After this the documentary movie “Quantum Indians” was 
played with instructions from Prof Ahluwalia that students 
should note down important points about the movie so that 
they can answer questions in the quiz to be held immediately 
after the movie.  
The movie Quantum Indians is professionally made 
wonderful documentary. It narrates the life story of three 
eminent Indian scientists SN Bose, Meghnad Saha and CV Raman. 
After the movie (almost one hour long) Prof Ahluwalia conducted quiz in a very professional way. One whoever 
answered the question was asked his name, year of BSc. Then Prof Ahluwalia would ask the audience to cheer 
for the student thrice. This resulted in a very lively quiz with no moment of sleepiness. Quiz was about the year, 
pictures and quotation. 
After this Prof. Ahluwalia delivered a talk on “Respected Master-Albert Einstein (A life from Physics)”.In this 
lecture he talked about many interesting anecdotes from the life of Physics and his association with Prof SN 
Bose. 
In the end we had a group photograph with Prof Ahluwalia. 
 
Dr Brij Mohan paid the vote of thanks. The program ended with national anthem. 
 



Credits: This program was fixed in the last week of November, 2018. A meeting of Undergraduate Students 

Physics Society of the college was held to plan the program. This society has Principal as Patron, me as HOD as 
head of the society, Mrs Keerti Singha as sectreary and Dr Brij Mohan as member teacher and Chetan (6

th
 Sem) 

 
 Kapil (4

th
 Sem) as student members. Kapil Dev has prepared a nice poster for the occasion and Mr Chetan had 

got printed a nice flex poster carrying details about the program. 
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